Jaka Lounge agency is providing complete human resource management support for companies. We
put our special focus on high-quality selection process while we believe that knowledge and
competencies bring brilliant results only when they’re combined with adequate motivation.
We are supporting our client, a start-up company from Switzerland. In order to expand their team,
we are looking for an:

Engineering Lead
(Location: Belgrade, full-time position)
The platform
Our client is using modern micro services architecture that consists from several very important pieces
which are communicating via secure internal API. Every service has its own challenges, so it is very
dynamic to work on its development while having live clients on daily basis.
For backend development they use OOP PHP so they could write things as they like and have full
control at the same time. Relational databases in secure Linux environment are behind everything.
Frontend is based on HTML5/JS/SAAS/CSS/jQuery/Bootstrap. The mobile app is also done in JS. There
is a piece of middleware that they use in special situations that has to do some automated tasks, so
Python is used for that service.
About the role
We are looking for an Engineering lead who is eager to take on new challenges, to grow the team and
to take part in building second generation of the company’s service using new technologies, modern
frameworks and software development processes. New generation of the platform should be highly
scalable software that can generate outputs without coding, only by accepting inputs from the internal
users. This so-called visa application builder should be independent microservice that will eventually
replace the system that is running at the moment.
Engineering Lead will mentor and teach team members and troubleshoot development problems.
Hands-on work should be a role model for younger developers.
Development team is working on LEAN methodology. They are releasing as soon as they have
something, after testing and approval from the QA team. Sprints are organized in two weeks.
Candidate profile:
o Strong knowledge of PHP, JavaScript, HTML, CSS and related tools/packages;
o Strong knowledge of MySQL, SOA/REST API;
o Good knowledge of Git;
o Experience in Agile software development.
When working with our client you would have:
-

Full time job, with competitive salary based on skills and experience;
Pleasant working environment in the city centre;
Flexible working hours;
Opportunity to contribute with your ideas on cool projects;
Private health insurance;
Company sponsored team buildings.
This is your chance to be part of a young and passionate team. Let us revolutionize a whole
industry together!
If you think we are a fit, please submit your CV to nina.djordjevic@jakalounge.com.

